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Introduction
●Is irrigation in Australia something we should 

have done?
●After 120 years old we are still trying to get it 

right!
●The belief is that Australia does it well !

●If  true, then the world is really messed up
●The intractable problem of resolving the 

‘wicked problems’ in the water sector.
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Current Environmental Concerns

●The over regulation of rivers
●The over allocation of water
●Conveying water in the rivers
●Governance
●The ‘wicked’ element
●Market failures
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Distribution of surface water
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The degree of over regulation

●Annual average runoff: 15,000 GL
●Total diversions
●Total: 11,000 GL/yr
●Irrigation: 9,000 GL/yr  
●Regulation capacity: 35,000 GL
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Item l/day/head

Survival 2
Absolute water scarcity     1370
Periodic water scarcity    4660
UK    3337
China    6108
Australia   50,913
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Allocations in the Basin
●Irrigators have a right to extract a proportion from 
a stock of water that varies from one year to 
another.
●So is water “over allocated”?
●The environment is a legitimate user of water
●The ‘sustainable diversion limits’, calculated in 
each sub-catchment of the Basin
●Once the environment is considered, the system is 
over allocated
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The Growth in Allocations
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Total allocations across the Basin
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Over-development of surface water resources
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●Median flows 21% of natural,
●Wetlands & animals in decline,
●In 20 years, water too salty to 
drink 1/2 the time.
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Conveying allocations in the rivers

●Storages can be many hundreds of 
kilometers from where the water is used
●Rivers are dry when they should be wet and 
are wet when they should be dry.
●Rivers naturally run in November, while the 
irrigators demand water in February
●The environmental problem is not only one 
of quantity, but also of timing
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The Governance of water
●Water is a State issue, yet the Federal 
Government intervenes with the Murray Darling 
Basin Authority
●The Federal government has control
●The Murray Darling Basin Plan
●It did this through an Coalition of Australian 
Governments (COAG)
●Yet full Federal control is not possible
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So what is being done – the CAP

Freeze in water 
diversions at 

1993/94 level of 
infrastructure 
development
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Benefits: 
● allows re-distribution of resource, 
● handle droughts,
● help restructuring.

 



The Murray Darling Basin Plan

●Addressing over allocation by 
●Establishing sustainable Diversion Limits for 
each sub-catchment
●Buying back allocations from irrigators
●The expenditure on infrastructure
●The centralization of powers
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Problems with the first version of 
the Plan in October 2010

●A large quantity of water (4,100GL) was to be 
‘returned’ to the environment
●Cuts was based on an ecological notion of ‘over 
bank flooding’, providing enough water to keep the 
mouth open.
●The socio-economic aspects were not adequately 
considered.
●Was the policy process at this stage captured by 
the environmental lobby?
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The current version (2012) 
●A lower quantity (2750GL) to the environment
●Each sub-catchments contribution is different
●There are no compulsory acquisitions
●There are plans about how the environmental 
water will be used
●A realistic time horizon for implementation
●A politician is now running the Authority
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Are there still problems to be 
solved

●Sure, aren’t there always because it is a ‘wicked 
problem’
●The desire to engineer water savings still exists
●Averages used rather than marginal changes
●What are the priorities
●The environmental functions of rivers are not quantified, 
thus we can only guess at the efficiency of environmental 
water use
●Not utilizing the market mechanisms
●Uncertainty about governance 
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So where do we stand
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Summary
●There is no way a government can resolve these 
problems to the satisfaction of all stakeholders
●Perhaps the Government should not react to fear 
campaigns and the panic merchants demands and 
actually assess the process to determine the policy 
alternatives.
●It should improve and use the mechanisms it has to 
resolve the problem.
●To say that Australia does not do water policy well, is 
an understatement. We are appalling.
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